We performed a morphometric analysis of the somatic and nuclear areas in the pyramidal neurons of the hippocampal fields CA1 and CA3 in situ and in grafts developing for six weeks in the anterior eye chambers of young (3-to-9 wk.) and of aged (15-to-19.5 
INTRODUCTION
Transplanted embryonic nervous tissue in the anterior eye chamber provides a convenient model for investigating the development of neurons in conditions of isolation from other brain structures.
In the anterior eye chamber, the grafted tissue receives innervation as well as the supply from peripheral nerves and blood vessels ingrowing from the iris of the recipient. The graft is surrounded by intraocular fluid, the composition of which is similar to that of cerebro-spinal fluid. Intraocular grafts are useful for investigating the comparative role of various factors in the growth and development of neurons: their genetic potential, nervous surrounding, and the general internal environment provided by the recipient.
In previous research, we investigated the growth and shape of intraocular hippocampal grafts in young and aged recipient rats/28/. We now present data on the morphometric analysis of pyramidal neurons in two main hippocampal areas (CA1 and CA3) in both age groups. The results were compared with similar data on the hippocampus of the recipient animals. Despite multiple technical difficulties and skepticism, transplantation of nervous tissue is considered a possible therapeutic approach to correcting brain pathology in humans, while stressing the necessity for further basic research on developing safe and successful methods /9,10,11,17,26/. As neurological and neurodegenerative disorders are more frequently encountered in the aged brain than in the young brain, one important question to be answered is whether embryonic nerve cells would become involved in an accelerated process of aging under the influence of the changed internal medium of the aging organism.
METHODS

Animals
Rats of the Wistar strain were used in these experiments. Donor-rat embryos were taken on days 17 and 18 of gestation (El7-18). Recipient male rats were divided into two age groups, each containing three animals: (1) The data in Table 1 demonstrate the well-known differences between the dimensions of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons. The significantly greater sizes of the bodies and the wider distribution of pyramidal cells indicated a greater variability of such cells in CA3 area, and comparing their nuclear dimensions confirmed this conclusion.
The mean areas of the CA1 pyramidal neurons in aged rats were significantly smaller than those in youtag rats. In aged animals, the mean area of cell profiles was smaller by 14.4%, and the nuclear profiles were smaller by 9.1%. Analysis of the histograms showed an increased number of small neurons. Whereas in young rats the maximum in the histogram was in the range of 150 to 200 mkm , the Additionally, we saw no qualitative difference in cytoarchitectonics of the grafts in the two age groups. Usually the grafts had an elongated shape, with the longitudinal axis up to 2--4 mm. The cellular layer, resembling that of the hippocampus in situ, contained well-identifiable CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons that had typical differences in the organization of apical dendrites, which in CA3 neurons had bifurcation close to the neuronal bodies.
Photomicrographs of pyramidal cells (Fig. 1) showed that the organization of CA3 neurons in the layer was less compact than that of CA1 pyramidal cells. As a rule, pyramidal neurons with the typical characteristics of CA1 and CA3 were spatially segregated. The apical dendrites were oriented predominantly toward the iris, although the gras had not been specifically oriented when injected into anterior eye chamber. The dimensions and the degree of organization of the cellular layer varied individually. Pyramidal neurons that were displaced from the layer were not used for morphometric analysis. The structure of the nuclei and cytoplasm of the grafted neurons was well developed, with clearly delineated cellular membranes, basophylic nucleoli, chromatin at the nuclear periphery, and tigroid clamps in the cytoplasm. In one graft from a young recipient, some neurons with vacuolized cytoplasm were observed; whereas dark pyramidal neurons were encountered in another graft from an aged recipient. It should be noted, that the both grat'ts were among the most developed, large ones.
In situ hippocampal neurons versus grafted neurons In grafts of both recipient age groups, the mean areas of CA1 pyramidal profiles were significantly enlarged. The mean area of the cell bodies in the grafts of young recipients was 11.6% larger and that of the nuclei was 12.1% larger than the corresponding parameters of their own hippocampal pyramidal neurons in situ. The difference was even more prominent in the aged recipients, where the corresponding difference was 27.7% for cell bodies and 15.3% for nuclei. Clearly, this difference resulted from the significant reduction in the size of CA1 neurons of the aged recipients that were used for comparison.
The histograms in Fig. 2 show the changed distribution of the grafted CA1 cells. Although all histograms had a similar unimodal shape, the maxima for the grat'ted cells in both young and aged recipients were shifted to the right. In the young recipients, however, the population of grafted pyramidal neurons was more uniform than that in the aged recipients, and many neurons were grouped at the narrow maximum around 225 mkm.
The situation was different for grafted CA3 pyramidal neurons. The only statistically significant difference was observed in cell bodies developing in the anterior eye chamber of the young recipients, but even this difference was much smaller than for the CA1 neurons developing in the same conditions (CA3 increased by 6.5% versus 11.6% for CA1).
The distribution of grafted CA3 neurons in young recipients had the same maximum as the histogram of cell sizes in situ (375 mkm); only a limited group of grafted neurons had sizes in the range of 575-775 mkm; such neurons were absent in situ. The areas of the CA3 neuronal nuclei in grafts in young recipientsas well as the sizes of both cell bodies and nuclei in aged recipients--did not differ from the corresponding parameters of in situ neurons. T--hippocampat transplant; CA1/CA3--pyramidal neurons of the corresponding hippocampal fields; Y--young recipients; A--aged recipients. Bin--25 mkm. VOLUME 6, NO. 1, 1997 The distribution of neuronal sizes in grafts and in the hippocampi of aged recipients were drastically different. The unimodal distribution of the grafted neurons, with a maximum in the range of 
